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Hi, I’m Ryan 
Bergman, 
and I’m an 
“architect”



Except of course I’m not.

You’re not an architect until you 
prove to the state that your work isn’t 
going to kill someone. 

   -Charles Bergman R.A. (My Dad),



What is software architecture?
“Some of my answers you will 
understand, and some of them you 
will not. Concordantly, while your 
first question may be the most 
pertinent, you may or may not 
realize it is also the most 
irrelevant.”

-The Matrix Architect



What is software architecture?

 “A word we use when we want to 
talk about design but want to puff it 
up to make it sound important.”

   -Martin Fowler’s cynical answer.



What is software architecture?

“Architecture is about the 
important stuff. Whatever that is.”

   -Ralph Johnson

Research Associate Professor in the Department of Computer Science at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign



What is software architecture?

“Architecture is the parts that are 
hard to change.”

   -Martin Fowler



What is software architecture?

● Performance
● Security
● Complexity
● Changeability
● Maintainability



OK, so that’s 
architecture. What are 
architects?



What is a software architect?
● “A person responsible for making technical 

decisions about how the product or feature should 
be deployed.”

● “A person that makes sure all of the projects will 
stitch together in an architecture that can be 
maintained”

Introduction to Agile Methods, Sondra Ashmore, Ph.D. & Kristin Runyan



Historical reasons for architects

Waterfall projects demand 
lots of up front design



Historical reasons for architects
Perception of 
coders as 
laborers.



Historical reasons for architects



Historical reasons for architects

Developer I

Developer II

Sr Developer

Architect Manager

Sr Architect Super Manager

Ultra Manager Architect Manager Many times HR does 
not provide for a 
purely technical 
career path.



Wooderson Syndrome

“That’s what I love about 
developers man, I get older and 
they stay the same age”

 -Tim Gifford (@timgifford) doing his best 
Matthew McConaughey



Agile Over-correction
People have called me a lot of ‘A’ 
words. But I draw the line at 
‘Architect’!

-Brandon Carlson, Agile Celebrity



Agile Over-correction



What’s Wrong With That View?
Glenn Vanderburg of LivingSocial 
on why software development is 
an engineering discipline.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zDEpeWQHtFU



Traditional Engineering

Building Is ExpensivePlanning is Cheap



Software Engineering

Planning Is Expensive Building is Basically Free



Software Engineering

Planning Is Expensive

Architecture is an 
activity, that all 
programmers practice.

“Architects”



SOURCE-CODE IS THE BLUEPRINT



People doing architecture who aren’t 
architects & people called architects 
who aren’t doing architecture.



Allison is 9 months ahead of the 
development groups and it’s her 
job to test out new technologies 
and cutting edge ways of doing 
things for upcoming work. 

The systems she creates may or 
may not make it into real 
production code. 

Ally: The R&D Spiker



Large enterprises are often filled 
with a web of services someone 
made “for everyone to use”. 

Architects are the harborers of 
where this information is and how 
to use it. Jeff manages a slew of 
backend services and may even 
be the closest thing to a product 
owner they have.

Jeff: Enterprise Service Manager



Angie is an expert on hardware, in fact 
she came from the sysadmin group 
originally. Her job is to make sure the 
product has the right hardware for the 
job and that the organization is 
prepared to scale. She’s also very 
involved in monitoring and failover 
planning.

Angie: The Infrastructure Architect



Martin works with marketing on 
estimating use cases for the 
development teams. He gives them 
time estimates and high level 
designs. He was a developer at 
one time but was promoted 
because he “works well with 
people”. He remains popular with 
all of the staff even if his plans don’
t go quite as planned.

Martin: The “All Ya Gotta Do” guy



Mackenzie works with customers and 
partners to get them integrated into the 
company platform. She isn’t connected to 
day-to-day development very strongly but 
has a big input into the backlog based on 
the feedback she gets from the the 
customers. She travels a lot and enjoys 
programming Haskell based physics 
simulators in her spare time.

Mackenzie: Customer Integration



Kumail oversees several different teams 
on a large project. He is responsible for 
providing code design on his project. He 
likes to create UML diagrams for the 
developers to follow and then do formal 
code reviews afterwards.

Kumail: The UML guy



Where do architects 
fit into the agile?



Architecture in Agile
One of the more insidious and persistent myths of agile development is that up-front architecture and 
design are bad; that you should never spend time up front making architectural decisions. That instead 
you should evolve your architecture and design from nothing, one test-case at a time.

Pardon me, but that’s Horse Shit.

Don’t feel that TDD is the only way to design. On the other 
hand, don’t let yourself get too vested in your designs. Allow 
TDD to change your plans if it leads you in a different direction.

-Robert “Uncle Bob” Martin

https://sites.google.com/site/unclebobconsultingllc/home/articles/the-scatology-of-agile-architecture



Architecture in Agile: Basic Teams

Usually not 
formally 
anointed. Is just 
the most senior 
member of the 
team. 



Architecture in Agile: Multiple Teams

Still member of 
a team. May 
coordinate with 
other teams. 
Possible to float 
to different 
teams based on 
need



Architecture 
in “Big” Agile



Architecture in “Big” Agile

MOAR TEAMS!



Architecture in “Big” Agile

Teams will tend to follow the 
path of least resistance in 
order to deliver features



AdventureTime Team Want To 
Deliver Value!

External Facing API Source “Owning” 
System

Customer

Team AdventureTime

?
Team PO

Team Gilligan



Architecture Can Help Direct to the 
Right Place

External Facing API Source “Owning” 
System

Customer

Team AdventureTime
Team Gilligan

!
Team PO



Right Thing vs Done Right

Product Owners make 
sure we
are working on the 
Right Thing

Architects and 
developers make sure
they are Done Right



Options for dealing 
with “All The Teams”



Small self directed teams that own 
their product 



Architecture Owner

Sometimes we may 
need to have a 
“architectural owner” 
similar to the 
“product owner”



Architecture Owner: Prime Negotiator



Architecture Owner: Limited Power

● Proposes law (but 
does not create it)

● Has ‘Veto Power’

● private airplane

America’s Greatest President: Morgan Freeman



Architectural Owner

Guiding, facilitating, 
and assisting with the 
creation of the 
architecture

NOT DICTATING



Architectural Owner

Communicating 
coding standards and 
strategies

For example, external web services 
should be REST vs SOAP*

* but be open to future changes!



Architectural Owner

Assist in onboarding 
and training new 
developers and 
teams.



Architectural Owner

Lead ongoing 
education and 
communicate new 
directions. 
“Lunch & Learns” or 
“Tech Levelings”



Architectural Owner

Perform 
“Architectural Spikes” 
on new technology. 

(try to always kidnap 
a developer to do this 
with)



Architectural Owner as Master 
Craftsman

All I want to do is make better sushi. We don't care about money. 
I do the same thing over and over again improving bit by bit. 
There is always a yearning to achieve more. I continue to climb 
trying to reach top but no one knows where the top is. Even at my 
age, after all these years, I don't believe I have reached 
perfection. I love making sushi, it is the spirit of Shokunin.

- Jiro Ono



Architectural Owner as Master 
Craftsman

Ditch the 
“Architect” title. 
It has too 
much baggage



Architectural Owner as Master 
Craftsman

Sit with your 
teams!



Architectural Owner as Master 
Craftsman

Practice pair 
(or mob) 
programming!



Emergent 
Architecture



Building out 
only as much 
as you need 
lets you fail 
fast without 
significant 
investment



“It is in the doing of the work that we 
discover the work that we must do. 
Doing exposes reality.” -Woody Zuill

Time

Db? Mongo!Db!



Example: Fitnesse

Delayed picking a 
database until they 
eventually realized 
they didn’t need one 
at all



Real Options for 
Architecture





Financial Options vs Futures
An option gives the buyer the right, 
but not the obligation to buy (or sell) 
a certain asset at a specific price at 
any time during the life of the 
contract

A futures contract gives the buyer 
the obligation to purchase a specific 
asset, and the seller to sell and 
deliver that asset at a specific future 
date.



Financial Options

Myron Scholes and Fischer Black

Option 
Outcome

Result Result 
Probability

Value

A $0 0.3 $0

B $26 0.5 $13

C $100 0.2 $20

sum n/a n/a $33



Financial Options: Stock Options

● The Employee is given 
(rather than paying a 
premium) the option to buy 
stock at a specific price.

● The company has made a 
commitment to selling the 
stock. 

● The options may expire after 
some period or event 
(termination)



Real Options
● Options Have Value

● Options Expire

● Never commit early unless you know why



Real Options

What is the value of a option to 
purchase a bottle of water for 
$2?



Real Options

What is the value of an option 
to purchase a bottle of water 
for $2?

At our conference? $0, they’re 
free!



Real Options
Out of gas? 
In the desert? 
With a RV full of meth?
Priceless! 



Real Options: Tickets
● The Rolling Stones 

made a commitment 
to provide you a seat 
at a concert.

● You have the option 
to go.  



Real Options: Hotels

● The hotel is committed to supplying a room
● You have the option to cancel
● Your option expires the day of the reservation



Using Real Options to Guide Teams

What technological choices 
you make are less important 
than those you avoid.

Teams can progress down 
multiple paths at once



Real Options: Software

Client Code

Couchbase

Memcached

Redis

Cache

?



Options Have Value

Client Code

Couchbase

Memcached

Couchbase

Cache
Interface



Options Expire

Client Code Cache
Interface

Couchbase

Memcached

Redis



Never Commit Early Unless You 
Know Why

Client Code

Couchbase

Memcached

Redis



Example: The USB installed app



YAGNIY

YA
AIN’T
GONNA
NEED 
IT
YET



WARNING!

We are about to assign 
roles. These should be 
viewed as fluid. Don’t 
keep people in boxes.

Cats like boxes. People 
like to be free.



Allison is 9 months ahead of the 
development groups and it’s her 
job to test out new technologies 
and cutting edge ways of doing 
things for upcoming work. 

The systems she creates may or 
may not make it into real 
production code. 

Ally: The R&D Spiker



9 Months ahead is probably too 
long. Ally would be best as a sr 
member of a team doing 
production work. 

Ally: The R&D Spiker    Developer



Large enterprises are often filled 
with a web of services someone 
made “for everyone to use”. 

Architects are the harborers of 
where this information is and how 
to use it. Jeff manages a slew of 
backend services and may even 
be the closest thing to a product 
owner they have.

Jeff: The Backend Service Architect



Not all products have GUI 
interfaces. API’s and 
infrastructure services need 
people to own, manage, promote 
and love them too.

Jeff: The Backend Service Owner
Product Owner



Angie is an expert on hardware, in fact 
she came from the sysadmin group 
originally. Her job is to make sure the 
product has the right hardware for the 
job and that the organization is 
prepared to scale. She’s also very 
involved in monitoring and failover 
planning.

Angie: The Infrastructure Architect



You saw this one coming right? 

Angie and devops were made for each 
other.

Angie: The Infrastructure Architect
Devops



Martin works with marketing on 
estimating use cases for the 
development teams. He gives them 
time estimates and high level 
designs. He was a developer at 
one time but was promoted 
because he “works well with 
people”. He remains popular with 
all of the staff even if his plans don’
t go quite as planned.

Martin: The “All Ya Gotta Do” guy



In our new agile workflow the 
teams do the estimates (or 
#NoEstimates as the case may be) 
and PO is hanging with them all 
the time right? 

Scoot is free to get back to being a 
natural leader on his team. It 
doesn't mean you can’t still be 
friends.

Martin: The “All Ya Gotta Do” guy
Sr Developer



Mackenzie works with customers and 
partners to get them integrated into the 
company platform. She isn’t connected to 
day-to-day development very strongly but 
has a big input into the backlog based on 
the feedback she gets from the the 
customers. She travels a lot and enjoys 
programming Haskell based physics 
simulators in her spare time.

Mackenzie: Customer Integration



Turns out Mackenzie only took the job 
she’s in now because it was the only way 
to get a raise. She would much rather just 
spend her time programming (and she’s 
really really good at it)

Make sure to actually talk to people about 
what they want to do before shuffling 
them around!

Mackenzie: Customer Integration
Sr Developer



Kumail oversees several different teams 
on a large project. He likes to create UML 
diagrams for the developers to follow and 
then do formal code reviews afterwards 
but he hasn’t coded himself in quite some 
time.

Kumail: The UML guy



Kumail was already operating in a 
architectural owner kind of position.

However now, rather than throwing UML 
diagrams over the wall he takes time to 
work closely with the teams on design 
and even (GASP!) pair programs on a 
regular basis.

Kumail: The UML guy Architectual Owner
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Questions?

@ryber

http://ryber.github.io/

https://github.com/ryber


